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ABSTRACT

Adolescent online safety has historically been framed as
preventing teens from being exposed to various online risks
[13], such as sexual solicitations, cyberbullying, and
exposure to explicit content [9]. However, in trying to
accomplish this goal, researchers must first deeply
understand the types of risks teens encounter online. Some
of these risks, however, involve very sensitive and possibly
illegal artifacts, such as images that could be classified as
child pornography, and pose serious ethical issues associated
with conducting research.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to build technologies that can help keep teens safe
from serious online risks, researchers must be able to study
these risky behaviors to understand and know how to detect
and mitigate them. However, a number of ethical challenges
arise [10] when dealing with potentially illegal and sexually
explicit materials that involve minors. We discuss some of
our research thrusts that have necessitated tackling such
ethical challenges, as well as note how we have attempted to
manage these challenges thus far.
ADOLESCENT ONLINE SAFETY RESEARCH
Qualitative Approaches for Capturing Risk Experiences

In the last authors’ prior work as a post-doctoral researcher
at Pennsylvania State University, she made considerable
efforts to qualitatively understand teens’ and parents’
perceptions about the online risks teens encountered [12,14].
She and her collaborators did this through a novel, webbased diary study approach where parents and teens
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separately reported weekly on four types of online risk
events (information breaches, sexual solicitations, online
harassment, and exposure to explicit content) that teens
encountered over the course of a two-month period.
However, given the political environment at Penn State after
the Sandusky scandal, the university was on high-alert
regarding any contact faculty and staff had with minors. For
instance, in 2015, Penn State employees were required to
complete mandated child abuse training each new academic
year and were also given strict requirements on how to
engage with minors in the event that they were on campus
(e.g., Summer Camps). That being said, the IRB protocol for
the web-based diary study took over two months to get
approved. We were caught off-guard when we had to create
protocol for mandated child abuse reporting in the event that
imminent risks to minors were identified during the study.
This is how Dr. Wisniewski began to realize the ethical
challenges associated with her research trajectory.
Algorithmic Approaches for Risk Detection

As Dr. Wisniewski’s Computer Science Ph.D. students, we
are beginning to work on extensions to her earlier work,
involving more automated approaches for online risk
detection. For instance, one project involves gathering a data
set of teens’ public, semi-public, and private social media
activities from Instagram, Facebook, and other social media
sites through a third-party parental monitoring app. This will
involve a user study of parents and teens using the third-party
parental monitoring app as well as the data scrape of the
social media content. The goal of the data collection efforts
is to create and analyze a representative data set of teens’
social media behaviors and to identify appropriate risk
thresholds and key risk dimensions unique to this population.
This type of contextual and in-depth knowledge of
adolescent risk behaviors is needed before developing
advanced and automated algorithms for risk detection. Our
analysis will help future researchers who prefer more
automated approaches to better understand the nuance in risk
dimensions and thresholding when it comes to risky social
media content and teens.
Computational Computer Scientists have created algorithmic
solutions for automatically detecting and blocking
inappropriate content, such as sexually explicit imagery and
forms of malicious text (e.g., cyberbullying) from various
forms of media [1,2,6,11,15,16]. While they achieve fairly

high accuracy rates in terms of risk detection, they are
constrained because the data sets being used are not
generalizable to teens. They often resort to using convenient
data sets that are scraped from publicly available social
media and are not representative of teen users.
Representative data sets are needed for computational
algorithms to detect key attributes of data in order to create
intelligent and automated systems that detect online risks
[17]. Further, establishing a “ground truth” [8] for what
signifies online risk in order to determine the accuracy of
these algorithms has not included the perspectives of either
parents or teens. Risk is a normative and highly subjective
construct that, when operationalized quantifiably, has
considerable impact on safety outcomes [7]. For instance,
does it matter if the teen perpetrated the risk (e.g., generated
the risky content) or was an innocent or a victim (e.g.,
unintentionally consumed content posted by a “friend”)?
These types of questions must be addressed prior to the
automated detection of online risks, which is the goal of our
research. However, creating such a data set, while highly
valuable, is also highly sensitive as the social media content
of teens may contain sexually explicit or otherwise
questionable material involving minors. Distribution of
sexually explicit materials of a minor is a crime; therefore,
we must be very careful how we manage this data once it has
been collected. For instance, National Science Foundation
(NSF) grant proposals require a detailed Data Management
Plan that encourages public sharing of data in order to
advance science. In this case, such data must not be shared
publicly and unique protocols for sharing the data among
research scientists will need to be carefully devised.
Another research trajectory we have begun is a proof-ofconcept for developing a low-powered sensor that can be
mounted on a mobile phone camera lens to detect nudity
prior to digital capture. A complication of developing risk
detection solutions for mobile devices is that they either need
to be lightweight enough to be handled on the client-side
device or sent to a centralized server for more advanced
processing. Does sending potentially illegal and/or explicit
sexual materials of a minor (that had otherwise not been
shared beyond that mobile device) to a centralized server
constitute “distribution,” and thus, warrant a criminal
charge? If this data is stored on servers maintained by a
university system and is breached, what could that mean for
the university? These are some of the questions we embark
on as we pursue this research.
A final thought about the ethical challenges of conducting
adolescent online safety research is how we handle the
adolescent risk behaviors once they are detected? A teen
sexting with his or her romantic partner or one who transmits
a nude photo beyond an intimate relationship could be
charged with the distribution of child pornography and listed
in the National Sex Offender Public Website extending well
into his or her adult life. Thus, would such risk detection
techniques actually be harmful to teens by facilitating legal

enforcement through open-source intelligence (e.g.,
surveillance) of such behaviors? Alternatively, is it right to
use technology as a proxy for parenting or for helping parents
invade their teens’ personal privacy for the sake of keeping
them safe? These are only some of the ethical questions we
have encountered along the way.
TACKLING THESE CHALLENGES

While we do not pretend to have answers for all of the
challenges discussed above, here are some of the ways we
have attempted to mitigate the ethical risks related to our
research, as well as some of our outstanding questions.
• Informed Assent: In our IRB protocols, we have chosen
to obtain both parental consent (which is required) and
teen assent to participant in our studies. Although teen
assent is not required, we believe that this is a way to give
teens a sense of increased agency in the research.
• Mandated Child Abuse Reporting: We have created
detailed protocols given our roles as mandated child abuse
reporters. This includes what to do in the event that child
abuse or imminent risk to a minor has been detected and
disclosing this protocol to parents and teens within the
informed consent documents. Also, we have had to make
a clear distinction between abuse and illegal activities, as
we are not necessarily mandated to report illegal activity.
• Collecting Potentially Illegal/Explicit Data: It is
necessary that parents are clearly informed of the data (text
and images) being collected unobtrusively through thirdparty apps and how it may be used. In order to store the
data securely, we have proposed storing it on encrypted
flash drives only to be accessed from a dedicated computer
system – instead of being stored on a networked drive.
• Analyzing Sensitive Data: We are in the process of
figuring out how to feasibly analyze a large social media
data set that may contain imagery that may violate the
moral or religious beliefs of the researchers who are
charged with interpreting this data. How will this be
managed?
• Furthering Science: How do we make sure we are
maintaining the confidentiality, privacy, and security of
our data and advance science? For example, once the
social media data set has been collected, how should
researchers be vetted prior to allowing them access to the
data? When presenting the results of our qualitative
analysis, how do we make sure the data has been properly
anonymized while still providing enough contextual
details to be relevant?
• Carefully Framing Online Safety: To avoid having our
research become a form of policing teens, we have chosen
to take a value sensitive design [4,5] and user-centered
approach to online safety, which emphasizes teens as users
and agents of their own online safety (instead of focusing
just on parents). Our goal has been to be respectful of
teens’ developmental growth and privacy as we set out to
help teens protect themselves from and be more resilient
to online risks [3,12,14].

CONCLUSION

While we have tackled some of the ethical challenges of
adolescent online safety research, we hope that participating
in the GROUP 2016 Ethics workshop will help us address
some of our remaining questions.
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